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Abstract
Quasi-distributedmeasurement of strain and/or temperature is often implemented using arrays of
weakly reflecting fiber Bragg gratings (FBGs)whose reflection peaks are centered at the same nominal
wavelength. The signals are obtained bymeasuring the phase difference between the reflections of
consecutive FBGs. Typically, in such a system, the spatial resolution of the interrogatormust be
compatible with the spatial separation between consecutive FBGs. Insufficient resolution leads to an
overlap of reflection peaks, a decrease in the differential-phase signal and poor sensitivity. In this
paper, we study the use of two different sparsity basedmethodologies for improving the sensitivity of
such quasi distributed acoustic sensing systems in the casewhere traditional signal processing
approaches do not provide sufficient spatial resolution. Thesemethods enable relaxing the
requirements regarding the interrogator or, alternatively, reducing the needed separation between
reflectors. Experimentally, these techniques were used tomeasure 1 kHz dynamic strain induced in a
fiber segment between two discrete reflectors, located at the end of a 4 km longfiber. The separation
between the reflectors was 18mwhile the pulse (spatial)widthwas intentionally chosen bigger than
that. It yielded approximately 5 dB increase in themeasured signal compared to the traditional

processing approach and an order ofmagnitude improvement in the sensitivity,~ m0.9 rad

Hz
.

1. Introduction

One of themore notable applications of opticalfiber sensing technology is distributed acoustic sensing (DAS).
DAS has been drawing tremendous attention recently in both industry and academia, due to its diverse range of
potential applications. These applications include intrusion detection, perimeter defense,monitoring oil and gas
pipelines,monitoring transportation, structural healthmonitoring andmore. It is characterizedwith: long
range operation (tens of kilometers), immunity to electromagnetic interference, continuous coverage, reliability
and cost-effectiveness. In common implementations ofDAS, a conventional telecommunication type optical
fiber cable is transformed into virtual array of thousands ofmicrophones/geophones. This is achieved by
connecting an interrogator at one end of the fiber cable. The interrogator launches light waveforms into afiber
and detects the backscattered light. The output of the optical detector is processed to yield spatially encoded
acoustic signals.

There are twomain techniques for implementingDAS: optical time domain reflectometry (OTDR [1]) and
optical frequency domain reflectometery (OFDR [2]). Performance parameters, such as sensitivity and spatial
resolution, are limited by system considerations in both techniques. For example, if the sensor is interrogated via
OTDR, thewidth of the interrogation pulse determines the spatial resolution of the system and the pulse total
energy directly affects its sensitivity.While the spatial resolution can be improved by using shorter pulses, the
sensitivity will deteriorate due to the decrease in the pulse energy. Improving sensitivity by increasing the pulse
peak power is limited due to nonlinear effects. On the other hand, inOFDR a linearly chirped continuouswave is
used to interrogate the fiber. The backscattered raw signal is processed in the frequency domain to obtain the
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fiber profile. In this case, the spatial resolution is determined by the frequency range scanned by the interrogating
waveform. Sincemore energy is launched into the fiber themethod can potentially provide enhanced
performancewith respect toOTDR.

Reflectometric fiber-optic acoustic sensing systems can also be categorized according to the type of reflection
which they use. One common approach is to use the fiber’s intrinsic Rayleigh backscattering. In this approach,
the sensing is truly distributed and despite rather low reflected power, impressive performance has been
demonstrated [3–6].Mechanical perturbations at the vicinity of the fiber (namely, acoustical signals or
vibrations) affect the phase of the light in the fiber and induce variations in the backscatter profile.

Another approach is to use a sensing fiberwith an array of weak discrete reflectors, e.g. fiber Bragg gratings
(FBG) of the same nominal center wavelength. Such systems are often called quasi-distributed acoustic sensing
(Q-DAS) systems. In this case, external perturbationsmodulate the differential phase between consecutive
reflectors [7, 8]. Such configuration can provide better sensitivity thanRayleigh-basedDAS due to the increase in
backscattered power. This paper focuses onQ-DAS.

The backreflected response of aQ-DASfiber, due to an optical impulse at its input, comprises discrete
reflection peaks and low level noise-like signal due toRayleigh backscattering.NeglectingRayleigh backscattering,
the backreflected impulse response canbe represented as aK-sparse vector,whereK is the number of reflectors. A
vector of sizen is calledK-sparse if it hasK=nnon-zero elements,which are sparsely positioned amongmany
zeros. In this paper, sparse recovery techniques [9–11] are used to reconstruct the ideal sparse impulse response
from low spatial resolutionmeasurements and to demonstrate dynamic strainmeasurements.

While sparsity based techniques and related advanced signal processingmethodswere studied extensively in
recent years, their use for processing backscatter data of FBG arrays is rare. Casagrande et al [12] andApninder
et al [13] studied the use of a genetic algorithm (GA) for analyzing FBGproperties and presented a strain
experiment for example.Weiss et al [14] described a comprehensive study on compressed sensing (CS)
techniques and dictionary learning (DL) forWDMquasi-distributed data processing. Though learning the
system’s dictionarymatrix increased the complexity,Weiss et al showed that their CS–DLmethodology
accurately estimated the FBGs time delays in static experiments, with efficient non-uniform sampling.

Sparsity-based algorithms facilitate solution of underdetermined linear systemof equations via prior
knowledge about the problem. There are numerous examples for applications where sparsity-based approaches
outperform conventional algorithms [15]. To list just few examples, theywere used for feature extraction
[16, 17], denoising [18–20], super-resolution [21, 22] andmore. Specifically, they have been extensively studied
to reconstruct an unknown sparse signal from sub-Nyquist sampled data [23–25]. Several algorithms are
available for such signal reconstruction [9, 26, 27]. This paper focuses on two of them. Thefirst is the fast
iterative shrinkage thresholding algorithm (FISTA [28]), which is a gradient-based iterative algorithmknown for
its good results in image denoising and deblurring [28, 29]. The second is the orthogonalmatching pursuit
(OMP [30]), a greedy algorithm that can recover sparse signals with a fast and efficient implementation.

In this paper, two common sparsity-basedmethodologies are described and implemented for phase sensitive
OTDR (f-OTDR) systems. The improvement they offer in both dynamic SNR and spatial resolution is
experimentally analyzed, while addressing the runtime complexity of eachmethod. Themethods enabled
measurement of 1 kHz dynamic strain, whichwas induced in a fiber segment between two discrete reflectors, at
the end of a 4 km long fiber. The separation between the reflectors was approximately 18 mwhile the pulse
spatial widthwas intentionally chosen bigger than that. It yieldedmore than 5 dB increase in themeasured signal
compared to the traditional processing approach and an order ofmagnitude improvement in the average

sensitivity, m0.9 rad

Hz
. The authors note that these techniques can be easily formulated forOFDR systems aswell, as

preliminary shown in [31]. Furthermore, this paper focuses on the theoretical development and experimental
analysis ofQ-DAS processingwith sparsity-based techniques; therefore, the data used here is the originally
uniformly sampled data. Follow-up research investigates the improvement in dynamic sensing capabilities
togetherwith significant hardware acquisition relaxations in the underdetermined case, where the raw-data is
randomly sub-sampled, which leads to theCS setup [31, 32].

This paper is organized as follows: section2detailsQ-DASmeasurement viaf-OTDRand sparsity-based recovery
methodologies implementations for its processing, section3 introduces the lab-builtf-OTDRexperimental setupand
section4presents the static anddynamic experimental results including comparisonbetweenallmethodologies.
AppendicesAandBprovide additional backgroundon sparsity-based techniques that areused in this research.

2.Method

In this section, the optical Q-DAS theory and the chosen sparsity-based recoverymethods for the optical data are
detailed. Since the optical data have complex values, some nuances are emphasized for theirmathematical
derivation.
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2.1.Q-DAS via coherentf-OTDR
Consider an array of weak FBGswith the same nominal center wavelength.Monitoring the spectral shifts of the
FBG’s reflection peaks, or, alternatively, the phase difference between reflections from two consecutive peaks,
may be used formeasurement of thefiber’s strain and/or temperature [33, 34].

In coherent phase-OTDR (f-OTDR), an optical pulse with center frequencyω0 and complex envelope pulse
(t), is launched into thefiber and the backscattered light is coherently detected. Assuming that nonlinear effects
are negligible and that the induced phase variations aremuch slower than the scan rate, the system’s response
can be described as aweighted sumof the backscatter signals from all positions in the fiber. Accordingly, the
receiver output can be expressed as a convolution of the response at the receiver output to a spatial impulse at
z=0, i.e. the system’s impulse response pulse(t), and the complex reflection profile of thefiber r z˜( ) atω0. Thus,
we have

ò òr r t t t» - + = - +V t a z pulse t
z

v
dz n t a pulse t d n t

2
, 1

L

0 0

L
vfiber

2 fiber

⎜ ⎟⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠( ) ˜ ˜( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

where r t r= z( ) ˜( ), t = z

v

2 , Lfiber is the fiber’s length, v is the speed of light in the fiber, a is a constant describing
the responsivity and gain of the receiver and n(t)denotes additive detection noise. Note that while the roundtrip
delay is explicitly expressed in equation (1), the roundtrip phase is assumed to be part of the phase of ρ(τ). The
expression for the receiver output can also be represented in a discrete formusing the sampled versions ofV(t),
pulse(t), ρ(τ) and n(t), which reads as:

r= +V H n, 2pulse ( )

where Î V n is the sampled signal, r Î m is thefiber’s impulse response, Î n n is the additive noise and
Î ´Hpulse

n m is a convolutionmatrix whose columns comprise shifted versions of pulse(t). The length of the
measured signal, n, is determined by the optical sampling rate and the processing time (corresponding to the
fiber length), whilem can theoretically be larger, i.e. n�m. However, there are limitations onmwhich reinforce
the convergence of sparsity-based algorithms to reconstruct r in such cases. They are elaborated under theCS
theory.

Neglecting Rayleigh scattering and assuming that the fiber comprisesK discrete reflectors located at zk
(k=1,K,K ), the complex reflection profile of thefiber can be described as: r r d» å -=z z zk

K
k k1˜( ) · ( ),

where ρk is the reflectivity of the kth discrete reflector. Accordingly, the discrete version of the complex reflection
profile, r, is (approximately) a sparse vector with non-zero entries only at positions corresponding to zk.

It is well known thatOTDR-based sensing techniques inherently experience a trade-off between spatial
resolution and SNR.Due to nonlinear effects, the pulse peak power cannot be increased beyond a given limit.
Once the pulse peak power is set to itsmaximumvalue the onlyway to improve the SNR is to broaden the
interrogating pulse but this comes at the expanse of spatial resolution. As shown in section 4, in the case of
Q-DAS, an increase in the pulsewidthmay lead to overlap of reflection peaks, a decrease in the differential phase
signal and deterioration of the SNR. By using sparsity-based algorithms, however, it is possible to recover the
high-resolution backscatter fiber profile from the low-resolutionmeasured profile and improve the SNR in
dynamic strainmeasurements.

2.2. Sparsity-basedQ-DASprocessing
TheQ-DASf-OTDRmeasured data is a noisy complex-value signal that corresponds to the fiber’s impulse
response and the interrogating optical pulse. In order to reconstruct thefiber impulse response, denoted by r in
equation (2), an underdetermined linear systemof equationsmust be solved. Under the sparsity assumption of
theQ-DASfiber profile, this can be formalized using the following optimization problem:

r r=V Hmin s.t. . 3pulse0 ( ) 

Theℓ0 norm in equation (3) is defined as the number of non-zero elements in its input, i.e. v 0  =# ¹i v: 0i
def { }

[35]. The above equation is the fundamental CS problem formulation, where thematrix, hereHpulse, is termed
themeasurementmatrix (see appendix A). In cases where themeasurementmatrix is invertible andwell-
conditioned, this optimization problem can be solved directly bymultiplying both sides of r=V Hpulse with the
inversematrix -H pulse

1 . However, inmany realistic cases, such as this,Hpulse is ill-conditioned and the
measurement is noisy. In such cases, prohibitively large errors in the reconstructed signalmay occur. Since
equation (3) is non-convex, finding the solution by solving it directly is not computationally feasible [36]. Thus,
various sparsity-based approaches have been developed to approximate its solution.

In this paper, two approaches are studied and adapted for opticalf-OTDRdata, i.e. to a complex-value
form: (a) a convex-relaxation based iterativemethod named the fast iterative shrinkage algorithm (FISTA [28])
and (b) the greedy orthogonalmatching pursuitmethod (OMP [30]); both detailed in appendix A.
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For FISTA, the objective in equation (3) is relaxed using the followingℓ2-ℓ1 based optimization objective
(see details in appendix A):

r rl- +
r

V Hargmin , 4pulse
1

2 2
2

1 ( )   

withλ being aweight parameter for balancing between the representation error and its sparsity. The FISTA
approach is a fast version of the ISTA strategy (also known as proximal gradient). ISTA calculates the (complex)
gradient step, rg ( ) , of theℓ2 term in equation (4) followed by an application of the complex proximalmap of
theℓ1 norm,which is known as the soft thresholding operator, formulated in its complex form as [37]:

q= -q
S x xmax , 0 exp . 5j x˜ ( ) (∣ ∣ ) ( )

This leads to the following iterative approach, which is similar to that of the real-value case (see equation (A.3) in
appendix A)with the distinction of a complex conjugate transposed operator performed on themeasurement
matrix:

r r r

r r

= + -

=

s

l+

g L

S g

H V H1 ,

. 6

k k pulse pulse k

k L k1

( ) ( ) ( )
˜ ( ( )) ( )

†



A fullmathematical derivation for the complex-value gradient step appears in appendix B.
To accelerate the convergence of this technique, it has been suggested to use ISTAwith an adaptive

momentum stepwhich leads to the FISTA strategy. Its implementation forQ-DAS is almost identical to its
original real-value formulation, detailed in equation (A.5) in appendix A, only with the replacement of complex-
valuemodified functions defined in equation (6). Namely, the transposition of themeasurementmatrix is
replacedwith a complex conjugate transpose, and the soft threshold operator is used in its complex form, as
formulated in equation (5). The stopping criterion used is full-width-half-maximum (FHWM) of the
reconstructed discrete reflectors. This allows control over the reconstructed fiber profile’s spatial resolution. The
computation time and its influence on dynamic SNR are elaborated in section 4.

The greedyOMP algorithm selects columns from themeasurementsmatrix that are highly correlated to the
currently approximated sparse signal. Its implementation forQ-DAS is identical to the detailed version in
appendix A, where, again, themeasurementmatrix isHpulse.

This paper focuses on the success of sparsity-based recovery techniques inf-OTDRQ-DAS’s dynamic signal
reconstruction. Therefore, themeasurementmatrices are squared, i.e. n=m. Nonetheless, in bothmethods
described above, themeasurementmatrix can be of a rectangular shape, i.e. n<m for applications of super
resolution or randomly under-sampled signals (yielding aCS setup [31, 32]). In these cases, under some
underlying restrictions, the sparse recovery can be employed for additional sensing system
improvements [31, 32].

3. Experimental setup

The experimental tests were performedwith the coherentf-OTDR setup shown infigure 1. An ultra-coherent
1550 nm laser (NKTAdjustik E15)was split between a reference arm, containing a variable optical attenuator
(VOA) to balance the optical power at the balanced photo detector (BPD), and a sensing arm. An acousto-optic
modulator (AOM) in the sensing arm,with 200MHz frequency shift, was used to create interrogation pulses at a
scan rate (repetition rate) of 5 kHz. This necessitated a low-passfilter at the base-band,matching the pulse
bandwidth. The pulses were createdwith an arbitrary waveform generator (AWG) feeding the AOM.The
backscattered light from the fiber-under-test (FUT)wasmixedwith the reference to implement coherent
detection. Themixed optical signals were detectedwith a balanced photo-detector and the result was sampled at
a sampling rate of 0.5 GS/s. The FUT consisted of a 4 kmfiber and 3 discrete reflectors. The discrete reflectors
were implemented using unbalancedfiber couplers and FC-PC connectors (see figure 1), i.e. a discrete reflection
from the Fresnel backscattering of the couplers’unconnected FC-PC connector. Thefirst reflector consisted of a
90:10fiber coupler andwas used for determining themeasurementmatrix. The other two reflectors had 80:20
couplers andwere connected to the FUT following the 4 kmfiber. The separation between the reflecting FC-PC
connectors of these reflectors was∼18 m. Afiber stretcher between the distant pair of reflectors was used to
induce strain equivalent to a phase shift of approximately 8.6 mrad peak-to-peak or 0.11nò (using 10 mVpp) at a
rate of 1 kHz. An additional 100 m fiber spool was added after the reflectors to distance the end-of-fiber
reflection.

For runtime comparison, all algorithms implementation and analysis were performed inMatlab on an i7-
4720 2.6 GHz Intel core with 16 GBRAM.
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4. Experimental results and discussion

Testing the proposed strategy comprises two parts. The first part are static tests which compared the spatial
resolution between the analyzedmethods and the second part are dynamic experiments oriented to test the
dynamic SNR achieved by these approaches. The comparisons are performed between themathematically
reconstructed results of the FISTA andOMPmethods and the experimental results obtainedwithf-OTDR
conventional processing. The conventional processing of thef-OTDR raw-data is envelope detection to obtain
thefiber profile and calculation of differential phase along the ‘fast’ time axis (namely, spatial phase difference)
to obtain a linearmeasurement of the dynamic excitation signal of interest [38–40]. FISTA andOMP are
mathematicalmethodswhichwere developed to solve equations such as equation (2) for a sparse vector of
unknowns. Accordingly, in thisQ-DAS case, the fiber profiles they produce do not include other features of the
original profile such as noise andRayleigh scattering.

4.1. Static experiment
The proposedmethodology was initially testedwith the FUTdescribed in section 3, with no perturbations.
Interrogating pulses with durations of 350 and 60 nswere used. These durations correspond to spatial
resolutions of 35 m and 6m respectively. Out of themeasured∼4.1 kmbackscatter profile, a section of∼140 m
(690 sampling points) containing the two distant reflectors, was extracted and processed. Another section
containing the reflection of the first reflector was used to construct a 690×690 convolutionmeasurement
matrix. The FISTAparameters (see section 2.2)were chosen asλ=0.01 and (1/Lσ)=0.5.

The results are presented infigure 2 for an interrogating pulse of width 350 ns (35 m spatial resolution). The
measured profile is shown in black and is simply the envelope of the rawdata. This is what we refer to as
conventionalf-OTDRprocessing. It can be seen that the discrete reflectors are unresolved in this case. In
contrast, the blue and the orange lines show, respectively, FISTA andOMP reconstructions of the FUT
backscatter profile. The improvement in spatial resolution is evident. For reference, themeasuredf-OTDR
profile with the best spatial resolution achievable with the setup (60 ns pulse, i.e. 6 m spatial resolution) is shown
in green.

It can be seen that implementing FISTA to process theQ-DAS data has improved the resolution from35 m
to 2 m, the stopping criterion is 177 iterations. On the other hand, theOMPalgorithm identified pixel positions
of the two reflectors,which can be considered as infinitesimal spatial resolution of one pixel inK=2 iterations.
In both sparsity-basedmethods the distance between the reconstructed reflectors was 18.6 m, as expected.
Runtimeswere 1.86 s in FISTA (until convergence to 2 mFWHM) and 0.012 s inOMP. The two orders of
magnitude faster runtime for theOMP is due to the two iterations required to reconstruct only 2 reflectors (2
versus 177). For a scan rate of 5 kHz, real-time processingmust be under 0.2 ms (assuming parallel processing of
fiber segments). Efficient implementationwith other programming languages, such asC orC++, can yield real-
timeOMPand FISTAprocessing operations.While this is straight forward for the fast OMPprocessing, it is also
true for FISTAprocessing since its run time is strongly dependent on the number of iterations performed. As can
be seen infigure 4, FISTA can be implementedwith a factor of 10 less iterations with no significant decrease in
dynamic performance, only in spatial resolution. This trade-off is discussed in the following section.

Figure 1.Opticalf-OTDR experimental setup.
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4.2.Dynamic experiment
To explore the potential of themethods for dynamicalmeasurements, afiber stretcher was placed between the
two distant reflectors andwas electrically driven to produce sinusoidal strain excitation between the reflectors, at
a frequency of 1 kHz and strain of∼0.11 nò. 1024 consecutivemeasurements of the fiber profile were divided to
9 batches of 200 segments each, with 50%overlap (i.e. 40 ms per batch). Each segmentwas processedwithOMP
and FISTA (with a convergence condition of FWHM=2 m), while themeasurementmatrix was calculated
once for each batch. The algorithms configurationswere the same as detailed in the static experiments,
section 4.1.

The dynamic strain signal was extracted from the phase difference between the two, now resolved, reflectors
as a function of time. As a reference, differential phase signals were also extracted from the rawf-OTDR signals.
In this case, the reflectors were unresolved and the backscattered signal from each reflector undergoes aweighted
convolution (both phase and amplitude)with non-ideal interrogating pulses. This prohibited a straight forward
differential signal extraction since the points, fromwhich the differential signal is the strongest, were unknown.
However, since in this research the excitation frequencywas known for the goal of comparing the sparsity-based
methods, the excitation phase signal was exhaustively searched for between all possible location pairs. The target
signal for the searchwas the highest dynamic SNR, defined as the ratio between the power of the phase signal at
the excitation frequency (1 kHz) and the average power at neighboring frequency components.

The frequency spectrum shown infigure 3 corresponds to the differential phase signals extracted from the
data along the fiber scan time axis. The black line represents the differential phase extracted from the rawf-
OTDRdatawith the highest dynamic SNR found, while the blue and orange lines represent the FISTA
(FWHM=2 m) andOMPextracted phases respectively. The excitation signal is clearly visible for the sparsity-
basedmethods, at 1 kHz, and no prior knowledge of its frequency was required (compared to the conventional
f-OTDR signal processingwhich used prior knowledge to performbest SNR search).

Table 1 shows the average dynamic SNR for all threemethodologies as a function of different pulse widths.
The average dynamic SNR is calculated as the ratio betweenmean signal power andmean spectral noise over the
9measurement batches. An improvement over the best available dynamic SNR, in thef-OTDRunresolved
profile, can be seenwith respect to the sparsity-basedmethods. Approximately 5 dB and 6 dB improvement
thanks to the use of FISTA andOMPprocessing respectively. The improvement in the dynamic SNRbecomes
more pronouncedwhen the pulsewidth is larger than 275 ns. The abrupt increase in the SNR improvement is
attributed to the fact that the interrogating pulse had sharp edges. Hence, the variation in the overlap of the
backscatter responses from the two reflectors was not smooth.

Moreover, the sensor’s dynamic sensitivity was calculated corresponding to themeasurements of the
dynamic SNR as detailed above. The sensitivity is defined based on the noisefloor of the calculated power
spectral densities of the dynamic signal extracted from the differential phase. Table 2 presents all sensitivities for
the two sparse reconstructed signals and the original signal with the best dynamic SNR found (as in table 1).
Clear improvement in sensitivity is evident between the reconstructed signals and the original non-resolved
signal. This can be attributed to the additional data, supplied by the interrogating pulse, and the sparsity-based
methodologies that are used, which improve over conventionalf-OTDRprocessing.

In this FISTA implementation, the algorithm stoppedwhen the peakwidth (FWHM) reached a given
criterion (FWHMlimit). Hence, the number of iterations, as well as the achieved dynamic SNR, depended on
the choice of the FWHM limit. Figure 4 demonstrates this dependence between dynamic SNR, spatial resolution
(FWHM) and FISTA run time (mean number of iterations over all 200 segments) for pulsewidth of 350 ns. A

Figure 2.Backscatter profiles using a 350 ns interrogation pulse—recorded optical data (black), processingwith FISTA (blue) and
processing withOMP (orange). Green curve displays a recorded optical data using a 60 ns interrogation pulse for reference.
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clear increase in convergence time for high spatial resolution (short FWHM) is evident.However, the increase in
dynamic SNR, when going from spatial resolution of 7 m to spatial resolution of 1 m, is about∼1 dB.Whether
this improvement is cost effective or not is application dependent.

5. Conclusions

Quasi-distributed opticalfiber sensors are frequently used inmany applications. However, the trade-off between
dynamic SNR and spatial resolution is often a factor which limits performance. In this paper, we proposed two
processing algorithms to improve this limiting trade-off. Our proposed solution is based on the fact that the fiber
profile can be considered sparse given that the discrete reflections are significantly stronger than the Rayleigh
backscatter. The processingmethods thatwere used, FISTA andOMP, are known in the field of sparse recovery
andCS.We have demonstrated their ability to reconstruct unresolved discrete reflectors from af-OTDR
system, showing experimentally that they improve both the spatial resolution and the dynamic SNR in a
4 km fiber.

It was previously shown [31] that a significant reduction in sampling rates can be achieved via random
sampling andOMP reconstruction ofQ-DAS staticmeasurements. A small number of (uniformly distributed)
samples from themeasured data can be used for an efficient sparse fiber profile reconstruction. This significantly

Figure 3.Power spectral density of the differential phase, using 350 ns interrogation pulse. Best dynamic SNR extracted from
unresolved reflectors in conventionalf-OTDRprocessing (black), processingwith FISTA (blue) and processing withOMP (orange).

Table 1.Average dynamic SNR comparison betweenf-OTDR’s
original signal, FISTA (with 2 mFWHM) andOMP reconstructed
signals, for different pulse width in dB.

Pulsewidth (ns) f-OTDR (dB) FISTA (dB) OMP (dB)

200 14.9 19.05 19.51

225 15.22 19.51 19.69

250 14.85 17.56 18.86

275 15.54 21.75 21.30

300 17.19 21.91 22.55

350 15.08 21.9 22.3

Table 2.Average dynamic sensitivity comparison betweenf-OTDR’s
original signal, FISTA (with 2 mFWHM) andOMP reconstructed signals,
for different pulse width.

Pulse

width (ns)

f-OTDR
mrad

Hz

⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ FISTA
mrad

Hz

⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ OMP
mrad

Hz

⎡⎣ ⎤⎦

200 2.33±0.3 0.97±0.06 0.97±0.06
225 2.44±0.1 0.96±0.02 0.88±0.05
250 2.56±0.2 0.98±0.03 0.83±0.02
275 2.68±0.3 0.90±0.05 0.84±0.05
300 3.59±0.4 0.91±0.05 0.75±0.04
350 3.15±0.5 0.89±0.06 0.74±0.05
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reduces the computational time and systemhardware requirements. Futureworkwill apply this under-sampled
methodology to dynamicQ-DAS signals [32].

In addition, this paper focused, without loss of generality, onf-OTDR interrogation.However, the same
methodologies presented in it can be usedwithOFDR interrogation as well. In this case, themeasurement
matrix is the discrete fourier transform (DFT)matrix. Thework in [31] demonstrates this possibility.
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AppendixA. Sparse recovery

Algorithms in the field of sparse recovery facilitate solution of underdetermined linear systems of equations
given some prior knowledge about themeasured data. Specifically, if the signal is known to be compressible by
some transform, it is possible to recover it fromdata, which in the realmof classical signal processing is
considered undersampled.

Consider the followingminimization problem:

=z x Dzmin s.t. , A.10 ( ) 

where Î z m is the sparse representation of themeasured vector Î x n , and Î ´D n m is amathematical
representation of themeasurement process, termed themeasurementmatrix.

Theℓ0 norm in equation (A.1) is defined as the number of non-zero elements in its input [35], i.e.
= # ¹v i v: 0i0
def { }  . Though theoretically this problem can be solved directly ifD is invertible andwell-

conditioned, inmany realistic cases,D is ill-conditioned and themeasurement is noisy. In such cases, the
reconstructed signalmay exhibit large errors. Since equation (A.1) is non-convex, finding the solution by solving
it directly is time consuming. Thus, various sparsity based approaches have been developed to approximate its
solution.

One popular sparse recovery framework relaxes theminimization problem in equation (A.1) into a non-
constrained convexminimization problem in terms of theℓ1 andℓ2 norms (rather than l0) as follows [41]:

l- +x Dz zargmin , A.2
z

1

2 2
2

1 ( )   

withλ being aweight parameter.While the two problems are not identical, under some conditions onD and the
sparsity level, they produce similar solutions.

Notice that the relaxed form, equation (A.2), is convex and thus can be solved efficiently, e.g. using the fast
iterative shrinkage algorithm (FISTA [28]), whichwe employ in this work. FISTA is an accelerated version of the
iterative shrinkage thresholding algorithm (ISTA) [42], also known as the proximal gradientmethod. ISTA
solves equation (A.2) iteratively by taking a step towards the gradient direction, equation (A.3), followed by a
proximalmapping, which for theℓ1-norm (our case) is the soft-threshold operator, Sθ(x), defined in
equation (A.4)

Figure 4.Dynamic SNR as a function of spatial resolution (bottom axis) andmean number of iterations (upper axis) to converge,
using FISTA.
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The sparse vector, z, is initializedwith zeros in step k=0, thematrixD has normalized columns and
ss L D DT

max ( ), whereσmax(A) is the largest eigenvalue ofA. The use of the nonlinear function, Sθ (x)
formulated in equation (A.4), compels the result to be sparse. In case of a complex valued input, the soft-
threshold functionmultiplies its output by the inputs phase instead of sign, see equation (6). The procedure is
complete when convergence ismet using a stopping criterion, such asminimal error ormaximumnumber of
iterations.

In FISTA, aNesterovmomentumbased acceleration is used, and thus the gradient step is defined as follows
to accelerate convergence:

=

=
+ +

= +
-

-

+

+
+

-

p

t
t

t

t
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y z z z

,

1 1 4
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⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

( )

( ) ( )

where t0=1 and y0=x.
Another sparse recovery strategy solves equation (A.1) in a greedyway. A prominentmethod that relies on

this approach is orthogonalmatching pursuit (OMP [30]) that has a fast implementation especially for the cases
of low sparsity levels. At each step k, a new non-zero element in the vector zk (initialized by z0=0) is chosen.
This index is denoted as ik and selected as follows:

= á ñ
Î

-


i r dargmax , , A.6k k
d

1∣ ∣ ( )

where rk=x−Dzk is the residual of the current solution, which is initialized by r0=x, and  is the set of
normalized column vectors from themeasurementmatrix,D. It can be seen from equation (A.6) that the index
on step k is chosen to produce the best correlation between the residual part of the signal and a specific column in
themeasurementmatrix. Denoting all the indices selected until step k as = i i i, ....,k k0 1{ }, the signal
estimation is calculatedwith a least-squares approximation:

= - Î+ Suppz x Dz zargmin s.t. . A.7k k k k
z

1 2
2

k

{ } ( ) 

If the number of non-zero elementsK is known, thenK iterations are performed. Therefore, afixed computation
time is needed as opposed to the gradient-basedmethods, which do not assume the number of non-zero
elements.

Appendix B. Complex proximal gradient

In this appendix, the gradient step of the complex-value optimization problem, formulated in equation (4), is
derived to itsfinal expression, equation (6) [37].

Define r r= -f V D1

2 2
2( )   , where Î V n, Î D nxm and r Î m, such that r r r+ j: r i, rr , r Î i

m.

Therefore, a function r r  F , :r i
mx m2( ) can be defined as r r r=F f,r i( ) ( ).Wirtinger derivatives define

the partial derivative of a complex functionwith respect to a complex number, r¶ ¶ and r¶ ¶ * as follows:

r
r r r

r r

r
r r r

r r

¶
¶

=
¶
¶

-
¶
¶

¶
¶

=
¶
¶

+
¶
¶

f
j F

f
j F

1

2
, ,

1

2
, . B.1

r i
r i

r i
r i*

⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
⎦⎥

⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
⎦⎥

( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( )

Windrow et al [43] have shown that the steepest descent direction for the complex least-square formulation,

as stated above, is given by r-¶ ¶ = - ¼
r r
¶

¶
¶
¶

, ,
T

m1

*
* *( ) and thus this expression is used to calculate the

gradient step for equation (4). The function rf ( ) can bewritten as r rw w1

2
*( ) ( ) for r r= -w V D( ) . In this

case, theWirtinger derivative of rf ( )with respect to r1
* (thefirst element in r), is as follows:
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where dk1
* is the kth element in the first columnofD. Similarly, over all elements of r:

r
r

r
¶
¶

= - -
f

D V D . B.3
*

( ) ( ) ( )†

Thus, the gradient step should be formulated as shown in equation (6).
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